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Drum Pump Improves Work Efficiency, Lowers Cost
The low cost DM-85DGP drum pump is virtually maintenance free because it
has no internal moving parts or seals. It is used for transferring any non-flammable
liquid compatible with its all-polypropylene construction. This unique, self-priming
pump is a low cost, high quality air operated drum dispenser available through
better industrial suppliers. The dispenser is fully adjustable for use in 5, 30 or 55
gallon steel, tight-head industrial drums. It mounts in the 2” Npt bunghole or in
coarse threaded bung holes with an adapter (DM-55BCF/B Series) .
The popular pump is manufactured in the USA by DRUM-MATES, Inc. to strict
quality standards from A-grade polypropylene copolymer, an approved material for
general industrial and corrosive liquids and most liquid transfer operations of thin
flowable materials. Supplied as a complete kit, with pump, pick-up tube, flexible
dispensing hose, air connection line and fittings, no additional components are
necessary. However, optional accessories including the DM-85HFR/SV34 hand
dispensing nozzle provide semi-automatic dispensing control and DM-85APR
pump pressure regulator helps maintain correct operating pressure.
Because of its low cost, the DM-85DGP is very
economical for replacing hand pumps or broken
or outdated drum pumps from old dispensing sites, for opening new dispensing sites and for
dedicating one-pump-per-product to help eliminate cross-contamination, when dispensing many
different kinds of liquids. It is also used as a back-up pump to prevent downtime for big
operations, transferring many drum-stored liquids.
This unique, long lasting pump is virtually maintenance free because it has no internal seals or
moving parts to lubricate, maintain, wear out or replace. Rated as a “Dry-run Duty” dispenser, it
will not be harmed if run dry for any length of time. Low air usage permits the pump to be located
and used anywhere, from any compressed air source, even a small 12 volt automobile tire compressor, or using existing air
pressure from a spare tire! The pump operates on only 4-7 Psi. It has a built-in automatic safety air valve to vent excess air
pressure up to 150 psi. Specifications: Dispenses liquid at up to 60 liters per minute (16 GPM), transfers thicknesses up to 250
Centipoise, (58 Krebs or 1200 Saybolt units) pushing liquid up to 4.5 meters, (15 feet) overhead at 1 Cps. It will allow particles up to
2 mm (0.08 inch) to pass through without clogging. A number of optional accessories have been designed for use with the DM85DGP to add work-task flexibility and enhance operation versatility including thread guards, bung adapters, hand dispensing
nozzles and others.
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